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IMPROPER DOUBLE INTEGRALS 
BY C. A. SHOOK 

1. Introduction. It can be shown by examples that there 
exist integrals of the type 

adyjb^Xy ^ dX 

where a, b, c and d are constants, in which an alteration 
of value occurs when the order of integration is reversed. 
Jordan* has given the following example. Let 

d2V 

where V= arctan {ylx)\ and let a = b = 0, and c = d = 1. 
I adduce one more example in which 

fb,y) = 2-(â+^p 

and in which the limits are the same as in the previous 
example. In this example, the value obtained is —1 or + 1 
according as we integrate first with respect to x or with 
respect to y. 

Conditions sufficient to change the order of integration 
have been investigated by de la Vallée Poussin, f who 
showed that the whole question rests on the uniform con
vergence of the improper integrals involved. The question 
has also been studied by Brunei,J Jordan,* Stolz,§ and 
Osgood. || 

* Cours d'Analyse, vol. 2, pp. 66 et seq. 
f Sur la convergence des intégrales définies, JOURNAL DE MATHÉ

MATIQUES, (4), vol. 8 (1892), p. 421. 
J ENCYKLOPÂDIE DER MATHEMATISCHE^ WISSENSCHAFTEN, II, 1, 

A, 1, p. 135. 
§ Differential- und Integralrechnung, \ol. 3, Chapter 16. 
|| ANNALS OF MATHEMATICS, (2), vol. 3, p. 129. 
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The following theorem is due to Osgood: 
Let fix, y) be continuous in the region a<Lx, b<^y, and let 

ƒ (x, y) dy converge uniformly in an arbitrary finite 

interval, a<x^G\ 

(2) I fix, y) dx converge uniformly in an arbitrary finite 
interval, b<,y<.H\ 

dx I fix, y) dy converge uniformly in the infinite 
interval, bi^y<^*>. 

Then J a dxjb fix, y) dy and J # dy J a fix, y) dx both converge 
and are equal. 

The purpose of this paper is to show that if we introduce 
the hypothesis that fix, y) does not change sign in the 
region, then (3) above can be replaced by the condition that 

Xoo poo 

dx I fix, y) dy converge. 

Next, the theorem as thus modified will be extended to 
include the case in which the integrand does not remain 
finite at either or both lower limits. Finally the extended 
theorem will be applied to an important iterated integral 
arising in the theory of the gamma function. 

2. Definitions and Lemma. Let fix, y) be continuous, 
c^x^d, a<iy. Suppose that fix, y) does not remain 
finite as y tends to a. Finally, let b > a. Then the inte
gral, ^tfix, y) dy, (or the integral ya fix, y) dx), is said to 
converge uniformly in the interval c<x<,d, if, corresponding 
to an arbitrarily small positive quantity e, there exists a 
positive quantity Y, (or a positive quantity d) independent 
of x, such that for every value of x in its interval, 

i r 
! <Jy 

fix, y) dy <€, providedyx,y22>Y, iora^y1,y2^aJrd). 

To establish uniform convergence we have recourse to the 
Vallée-Poussin* /i-test. This may be stated as follows. 

* Loc. cit. 
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If there exists a function fi(y) such that 

(A) \f(x, y) \^Lp>(y) for all values of x and y in the region 
considered; 

(B) Jbt*(y) dy \or Ja*%) dy) converges', 

then I f(x, y) dy wr J fix, y) dyj converges uniformly, 
c^x^d. 

We can now state and prove the following lemma. 
LEMMA. If 

(a) fix,y) is continuous, a<x<^b, c<y, 

(b) J c ƒ ix, y)dy converges un iformly, a < x < & ; 

ttew ƒ« dx^ fix, y) dy — J f dy$b
afix,y)dx. 

c ƒ (#> 2/) dy converges uniformly, 
a<:X<b, it represents a continuous function of x in that 
interval, so that the integral 

f*b {*<*> 

dx f{x,y)dy 
t/d t/C 

lias a definite meaning. Let n be any number greater 
than c and write 

J ^b p°o f*b f*n f*l> f**> 

a dX ]AX>y)dy-ia dx]J^MV = X <te }nf(x,y)dy. 

Also, the absolute value of the left hand member is equal 
to the absolute value of the right hand member. But, by 
ih), we have 

fix,y)dy e, n > m, m independent of x, 

where e is an arbitrarily small positive number and m is 
a positive number corresponding to *. Also 

f*b On Çn Ç>b 

Ja dX j / ^ X ' ^ dy ^ Jc dy Ja^X' V>>dX> 
since both are equal to a certain definite volume. Hence 
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>(& — a), n>m, adx Jc f{x j y) dy — Jc dy Jaf(x, y) dx 

and this proves the lemma, 

3. The Modified Theorem. In proving the modified theorem, 
use is made of an important theorem of Osgood* which 
may be stated as follows: 

Let F(x,y) he a function of the ttvo independent variables 
x and y, satisfying the following conditions: 
(1) lim F(x,y) exists, say equals f iy); 

x->a 
(2) lim F{x,y) exists, say equals gix)\ 
(3) Fix, y) converges uniformly 'when x tends to a, that is, 
| Fix', y)—Fix", y) | < e, a<^x', x" <[a + a, ö independent ofy. 

Then we conclude 
(4) lim fiy) exists, say equals A\ 

(5) lim gix) exists, say equals B\ 
x->a 

(6) A = B. 
The theorem, with the proper modification of the third 

condition, holds when a and b are infinite. 
Suppose now that ƒ ix,y) remains always positive, and let 

J *x f*y f*y f*x 

adxJbfix,y)dy = ^dy Jaf(x,y)dx. 
We will show that Fix,y) satisfies the conditions of the 
theorem just stated, taking the a and b of the theorem 
infinite. We have 

X x Çy p«5 f>y 

dx Jb fix, y) dy = J^ dx Jbfi%, y) dy 
py p 0 0 

= \ dy \ fix,y) dx, by the Lemma; 
Ç*y Ç*x p<*> r*x 

lim JbdyJafix,y)dx =JbdyJafix,y)dx 

X x p*> 
dx I fix,y)dy, by the Lemma. 

* Fimktionentheorie, vol. 1, p. 519. This theorem is fundamental 
in the consideration of double limits, on which see Osgood, this 
BULLETIN, TOL 3, p. 59; also FunMionentheorie, vol. 1, p. 66. 
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We now have to show that F(x,y) converges uniformly 
when x increases without limit, that is, that 

\jadxJbf(
x>y) dtJ-~ Ja

dxJbf(
x>y)dy \ <e 

provided x' and x'f are both greater than a certain suitably 
chosen number. Combining integrals, we have 

\jx'dXJbf(X>y)dy\<€-
This is precisely the condition that the integral 

a<tejbf&,y)dy 

should converge uniformly. To apply the ^-test, take 
poo 

(i(x) =Jbf(x,y)dy, 

and notice that the conditions of the test are satisfied. Hence 
f*y /*<*> f*x p°o 

lim I dy I f(x,y)dx — lim I dx I f(x,y)dy 
/—>oo t/b t/a r—±tt> ^a vb 

y->QQ 

or 

J-iOO /iOO /iOO /*00 

b
dyjaf^

x^dx = Ja
dx)bf(x,y)dy 

which proves the modified theorem. 
4. The Extended Theorem. We may now state a more 

extended theorem. 
THEOREM A. Let f(x, y) he a function of x and y satisfying 

the conditions 
(1) fix, y) is continuous, a < x, b < y, and may increase 

without limit as x tends to a or as y tends to &; 
(2) f(x, y)^0 in the region considered ; 

(3) I f(x, y) dx converges uniformly, b <Lt<,y, c > a ; 

Xoo 

f{x, y) dx converges uniformly, b <Ct<y, c > a 
Cd 

(5) I ƒ(x, y) dy converges uniformly, a<Cs<^x, d>b 

Xoo 

,ƒ(x, y) dy converges uniformly, a<Cs<:X, e£ > b 
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XOO fèOO 

dx J fix, y) dy converges. 
Then the order of integration can he reversed, that is, 

XOO /*00 /iX) /a 00 

dxjbf(x, y) dy = J& % J^ / f e y) dx. 
To prove this theorem, we write, omitting the integrand 

for brevity, 

J
?oo poo p c red p c poo poo p ^ poo poo 

a Jb Ja Jb Ja Jd Je Jb Jc Jd 
The last of the four integrals of the right hand member 
falls directly under the modified theorem, stated in § 1 
and proved in § 3. The other three integrals can be dealt 
with in a precisely similar way by making obvious changes. 
The hypotheses under Theorem A suffice for these proofs. 
But when the order of integration is changed in each of 
the four integrals, their sum becomes 

poo p a 

Jb Ja 

and this proves the theorem. 

5. Application of Theorem A to a Particular Integral. In 
obtaining the relation between beta and gamma functions,* 

B(m, n) = y ^ 
rim -+ n) 

it is necessary to change the order of integration of the 
integral 

^ 0 0 (i<X. 

xm-l y<m,+n-l 0-2,(1+3» $x J
-iOO /iO< 

o *yj0 where m and n are any positive numbers. This change 
of order can be justified by Theorem A. To apply the 
theorem take c = d = 1. Conditions 1, 2 and 7 are ob
viously satisfied. To show that conditions 3 to 6 inclusive 

* Byerly, Integral Calculus, p. 113. 
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are satisfied we have to exhibit a set of ^-functions cover
ing the various cases. Such a set follows: 

$lf(P,y)dx 

$?f(x,y)dx 

$f<P,y)ày 

§if(x,y)dy 

0<t<y<l 

— xrnr-le—txH, 
0<Cm-\-n<Cl 

l< ]m + w; 
— xm—ie~tooH, 

0<Cm-\-n<Cl 

0 O < a ? < l 

ju(x) = yne—vM, 
l < m ; 

— yiJb+n—le—yjy, 

0 < m < l 

K m ; 
= ym+n-le-vN, 

0 < m < l 

1^2/ 

/Jt(ac) = xm—le-^G-

fi(x) = CcW—le—#6r 

l<as 

^fy) = yne,~vM) 

— ym+n—le—y, 
0 < m < l 

^(y) = ym-\-n-le-~yM 

/ \ m JL™ — I I \ I ft—1 | m + 

/ I m — 1 I \ | m — 1 | 

ƒ(#, ?/) denotes the integrand of the integral under con
sideration. 

YALE UNIVERSITY 


